Amanda Senko
Deputy Chief Financial Officer
Flint Community Schools
923 E. Kearsley Flint, MI 48503
Addendum #1
VENDING MACHINE SERVICES RFP - FLINT COMMUNITY SCHOOLS
Note: See Bidder questions below with answers from the District in blue. If your question does not appear below, it may be
that it is already answered in the RFP or in answer to a similar question, or that the District has deemed that an answer is
unnecessary to successful bidding.
Friday, January 25, 2019
Question 1: Is there data available for number of vending machines per location?
Below are the current number of machines at each location.
0 Administration Building
3 Accelerated Learning Academy (7-12)
1 Brownell STEM Academy (K-2)
1 Doyle Ryder Elementary (K-6)
2 Durant-Tuuri-Mott Elementary (K-6)
1 Eisenhower Elementary (K-6)
1 Freeman Elementary (K-6)
2 Holmes STEM Academy (3-8)
1 Neithercut Elementary (K-6)
1 Pierce Elementary (K-6)
1 Potter Elementary (K-7)
0 Scott School (7-8)
6 Southwestern Classical Academy (7-12)

Question 2: Is there annual sales data available for sales of beverages in vending?
Last year the District sold 1,050 cases of beverages.
Question 3: What is the scope of the agreement? RFP is structured as a solicitation for a full-service vending provider, but
that are a few areas that refer to purchases of beverages from vendor for sale in District’s concession locations and through
food service operations. Will our beverage rights extend to all locations at district facilities where beverages are sold or
served?
The District is only seeking a full-service vending provider. Parent groups purchase and supply products for concessions
and SodexoMAGIC LLC manages food service operations.
Question 4: One of the bullet points on page 11 states that the exclusive beverage rights stated in the RFP are subject to
outside contracts that may conflict with the RFP. District needs to provide Pepsi with a list of such contracts so that Pepsi can
assess the impact these conflicting contracts may have on our beverage rights.
The District currently contracts with SodexoMAGIC LLC to operate our food service program.
Question 5: The RFP refers to portable vending machines on page 13. What is the districts definition of potable? Is it a
temporary machine? Or is it something that you currently have in the district that you can provide a make and model of?
A temporary machine to accommodate special traffic flow, events or programs may be requested by the District.

Question 6: Who is the current vending supplier and is there an agreement in place? If there is an agreement when does it
expire?
Coca-Cola is our current vending supplier. There is no agreement currently in place.
Question 7: What is the current vend price of the beverages in the district?
Beverages are priced at $1.25 each.

Question 8: Administration Building did not have any vending machines, will a machine be added with the new contract?
Yes. Please refer to Section 3.1 (Operating Guidelines) of the RFP for a list of locations to be serviced.
Question 9: Scott School did not have any machines, will machines be added for the staff and/or the students with the new
contract?
Yes. Please refer to Section 3.1 (Operating Guidelines) of the RFP for a list of locations to be serviced.
Question 10: Northwestern Prep did not have a machine for the staff, will a machine be added with the new contract?
Yes.
Question 11: I heard Northern HS may be opening back up starting the 19/20 school year. Do you know if this is for sure in
the plans?
The District is only requesting vending machines for the locations listed in Section 3.1 (Operating Guidelines) at this
time. However, we would like the option to add and/or remove machines from District locations as the need arises.

The District will accept additional questions through Monday, February 18, 2019 and responses will be posted on the
District's website on Friday, February 22, 2019.

